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A Level History A - Y102/01 - Summer 2018 Examiners’ report 

Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper Y102/01 series overview 
Y102 is one of thirteen units for the revised A Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an 
extended period of History of about fifty years through an Enquiry or source-based option and an essay. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In Section A candidates have to answer a compulsory source 
question based on four written primary sources. The question requires them to use all four sources to 
assess the validity of a view. In Section B candidates are required to answer one essay question from a 
choice of two.  

To do well on Section A, candidates need to be able to consider both provenance of the sources and 
apply contextual knowledge to them in order to reach a judgement about the sources in relation to the 
issue in the question.  

To do well on Section B, candidates need to address the issue in the question, using detailed supporting 
knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess the issues they discuss 
and reach a supported judgement at least in the conclusion. 

Overview of candidate performance 

Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following: 

• considered the provenance of the source(s) and used relevant contextual knowledge 
• linked the contextual knowledge clearly to the source being discussed to show whether the 

view of the source was valid or not 
• reached an overall judgement as to the extent to which the sources supported the view in the 

question 
• in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth 
• gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the 

topic 
• reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question 
• made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.  

 

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following: 

• did not consider both the provenance and use contextual knowledge to evaluate the sources 
• wrote an unbalanced answer in their treatment of the sources, with very little consideration of 

one of the sources 
• reached a judgement based on their knowledge rather than the sources 
• showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay 
• were unable to support their answer with relevant material 
• did not focus on the precise wording of the question 
• made unsupported comments about issues which were assertions. 
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Section A overview 
Section A is the source element of this paper and the A Level examination, testing AO2. It is therefore 
important that responses are driven by the sources as this is the only part of the examination where this 
is tested. There is one compulsory question in this section. The question requires candidates to use all 
four sources to assess how far they support a view. Candidates are advised to spend slightly longer on 
Section A as it carries more marks than Section B. Centres should be aware that in answering the 
question there is no requirement for candidates to group the sources and that any level or mark can be 
achieved without this. However, candidates do need to consider all four sources and in order to reach 
the higher levels should assess the provenance of each source and test the validity of the source using 
contextual knowledge. In order to reach the highest levels there should be clear evidence of a judgement 
about the sources, based on an assessment of their provenance and the use of contextual knowledge, 
and the extent to which they support the view. 

Answers in the higher levels were characterised by an ability to evaluate the sources provided using 
contextual knowledge and comments on provenance. Many candidates had a good level of knowledge 
concerning the career of Eadmer, as well as his close relationship to Anselm (Source B); Simeon of 
Durham (Source C), as an author, was generally less well known. Answers in the lower levels were 
focused on explaining source content with only brief and often under-developed references to contextual 
knowledge or provenance (and rarely both). 

Question 1 

In general, candidates drew a distinction between Source C – which highlights William Rufus’ strong 
relationship with Ranulf Flambard – and the remaining sources, which were usually treated as being in 
support of the view in the question. In noting Flambard’s talents for boosting the king’s revenue, some 
candidates were able to link Source C with Source A, in which one of the authors of the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle noted Rufus’ exploitation of vacant abbacies and bishoprics. Candidates found it difficult to 
reconcile the description of Flambard in C with the provenance of the source: it was expected that 
Simeon, a member of the community at Durham, would be supportive of his bishop, and yet in the 
source he was highlighting some of the abuses of the king that were more broadly condemned by the 
Church. In contrast, candidates usually used the remaining sources as evidence of the differences 
between the interests of the king and his bishops. For some, this was more difficult to do in relation to 
Source A, since it does not explicitly refer to episcopal interests. However, as many candidates did, it 
may be inferred from the nature of the abuses described that the bishops and their cathedral chapters 
would be less impressed by the king’s exploitation of their estates. The provenance of the source was 
occasionally handled very well: some candidates were able to identify the entry as coming from the ‘E’ 
version and provided contextual knowledge relating to this manuscript. In some cases, comments on its 
provenance were stock, and amounted to little more than noting its authorship by monks. Knowledge of 
the context surrounding the events described in Source B – the Council of Rockingham – and the 
provenance of the source as an extract from Eadmer’s Historia novorum was more detailed by contrast. 
Candidates noted how at first the bishops were in agreement with Rufus but that once Anselm had set 
out his case they could not disagree with him. Higher-scoring responses explained this shift through 
reference to the source’s provenance: Eadmer was promoting his hero at the expense of the king. Many 
candidates were well aware of the influence of the papal schism on Rufus’ relationship with Anselm; this 
was often used to contextualise the council. Eadmer remains a well known source.  
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Where the provenance of Source C was handled particularly well, candidates were able to point to 
Eadmer’s authorship of the Vita Anselmi as evidence of the lengths he was prepared to go in order to 
eulogise his mentor. Source D proved less easy to evaluate for some candidates. In terms of its 
provenance, candidates often undermined the validity of Henry of Huntingdon’s work by pointing to the 
tall stories he included, such as Cnut and his holding back of the waves, which was sometimes done in a 
clumsy way. Others knew of Henry’s relationship to Robert Bloet, in whose household he had grown up, 
a fact that recommended his account as reliable. In some answers, Bishop Robert’s willingness to 
purchase the freedom of his church was taken as evidence of common interest with the king; this, 
however, was less convincing, and in more effective responses candidates were able to discuss this 
event as evidence of the coercive pressure exercised by the king and his exploitative approach towards 
his oversight of ecclesiastical affairs. In the higher levels, candidates used knowledge and provenance to 
evaluate each source in light of the view in the question; judgements were provided throughout, 
culminating in a clear and focused judgement in the conclusion. Answers in the lower levels simply 
explained source content, with little attention to knowledge or provenance. 

Exemplar 1 
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In this extract, the candidate uses knowledge and provenance to evaluate the view in the source, but 
comments on A’s provenance are basic or stock. 
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Section B overview 
In Section B candidates are required to answer one question from a choice of two. Given that most 
candidates are likely to spend longer on Section A than B it is not expected that they will be able to cover 
all the issues raised by the question. Candidates can score well by considering two or three issues in 
depth and reaching a supported judgement. However, it is important to ensure that the issues selected 
allow a justifiable judgement to be reached. 

Question 2 on Edward the Confessor’s reign was more popular than Question 3. Candidates who 
achieved marks in the higher levels were able to provide detailed factual knowledge relating to a range 
of relevant factors together with links to the question, usually in the form of analysis. At the highest level, 
candidates were able to demonstrate consideration of the relative importance of each factor. Answers in 
the lower levels tended to describe factors using less detailed knowledge. 

 

Question 2* 

More popular than Question 3, many candidates demonstrated a high level of knowledge and 
understanding of the key events of Edward the Confessor’s reign. Answers in the higher levels 
articulated this knowledge into thoughtful discussions of the reasons why Edward found it difficult to rule 
England. A common line of reasoning was that the Godwins were the source of these difficulties; 
answers in the highest level were able to provide a more subtle argument, one that tempered the 
pervasive influence of the Godwin family by recognising the reasonably successful (at times) attempts by 
the king to provide a counter-balance to the family’s power through the promotion of Norman favourites. 
Whilst this policy was not universally successful – Robert of Jumièges, for example, was forced to flee 
into exile on the family’s return to England in 1052 – it still had an impact, evidenced most clearly in 
Duke William’s conviction in pressing his own claim to the throne in 1066. Many candidates began by 
pointing to Edward’s upbringing as an important reason for his subsequent difficulties as king: to all 
intents and purposes, he was a foreign ruler who knew little of the country he was expected to govern. 
As many candidates noted, it was these circumstances that allowed the influence of the Godwin family to 
grow, for Earl Godwin’s control of the royal heartland of Wessex meant that he exercised de facto control 
over the king, his court and the royal treasury. In addition, as candidates noted, the family’s influence 
spread through the promotion of the earl’s sons; Edward was effectively unable to counter their influence 
without the strong support of the other two prominent earls, Leofric of Mercia and Siward of Northumbria. 
When this support wasn’t resolute, as it wasn’t in 1052, the king had no choice but to give in to the 
family’s domination. Some candidates noted a shift in the king’s relationship to the family with the death 
of Earl Godwin in 1053. From this moment, with the promotion of Harold and then Tostig, the domination 
of the family became a positive feature of the reign, as the two brothers worked together in defending the 
country’s western frontier against the Welsh in 1063. The apparent incompatibility of Edward’s 
personality with contemporary expectations of effective kingship was noted by many candidates, 
particularly in the post-1053 period, when Edward became more interested in the construction of 
Westminster Abbey. His passivity in these years allowed Harold to manoeuvre himself into a position to 
claim the throne, a circumstance that would throw the country into turmoil. Many candidates linked the 
uncertainty surrounding the succession to this passivity as well. Answers in the higher levels were able 
to provide focused analysis of a range of factors, linking points explicitly to the question through a series 
of judgements. At the highest level, answers demonstrated consideration of the relative significance of 
each in causing difficulties. Answers in the lower levels tended to describe, or explain at best, with less 
detailed knowledge and understanding. 
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Exemplar 2 
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In this extract from a response, an explanation of the Godwin’s domination of the king can be seen. 
There is less analysis here and this was reflective of midlevel responses. 
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Question 3* 

This question was not as popular as Question 2. Candidates who addressed it effectively were able to 
point to Lanfranc’s reputation as a leading churchman at the time, favoured by successive popes, and 
renowned for his defence of traditional doctrinal beliefs. His sympathy for the principal tenets of the 
reform movement was noted, though candidates were less aware of his reluctance to implement them 
fully, such as his half-measure concerning clerical marriage, in which he allowed those clerics who 
already had a wife to keep them. There was less knowledge of his (perhaps apocryphal) long standing 
relationship with the king, although mention might have been made of his appointment as abbot of the 
ducal foundation of Saint-Étienne at Caen in 1066 and his prior connections to the abbey of Bec, one of 
the most famous monasteries of the day. His role in presiding over the transfer of sees to more populous 
areas was often noted. In some answers, the separation of ecclesiastical misdemeanours from secular 
courts was attributed entirely to him, when it is more likely that the initiative was conceived at least jointly 
with the king. Indeed, knowledge of the king’s piety and interest in ecclesiastical affairs was less well 
known. Few answers referred to the spiritual context surrounding the invasion, notably the harnessing of 
the papacy’s support for the invasion. The deference shown to the king by Pope Gregory VII later in the 
reign was not mentioned nor was the king’s example in setting up monastic houses which was 
subsequently followed by his magnates in both England and Normandy. Higher-scoring answers 
provided two sides to the argument; in other words, Lanfranc’s role was considered, as well as the 
king’s. Those answers in the higher levels were characterised by analysis of factors in light of the 
question; judgements were provided throughout, notably in the conclusion. Answers in the lower levels 
contained little detailed information and were descriptive at best.  
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